
Considering all the enthusiasm for outsourcing practices in libraries in recent years, and how as of February of this year, *Library Journal* proclaimed, “Outsourcing emerges near top of ALA agenda,” (St. Lifer, 1998) it is somewhat surprising that this is only the third book published on this topic (Hirshon, 1996; Wilson and Colver, 1997) addressing the impact outsourcing has had on the profession at large. As the literature broadly states, “Outsourcing was once regarded as an extraordinary measure to use when internal resources were insufficient. Now outsourcing is used to save costs, improve quality, gain access to outside brainpower, and add flexibility to project schedules.” (Bragg, 1998)

The early pages of this book place in context how outsourcing in academic libraries evolved. That context is critical to learn what economic measures contribute to determining whether it is a logical response to local problems. Chapter One suggests the economic gains include cost savings, competitive edge, access to experts, flexibility, political and ideological motives. Personnel and staffing, known to be the largest component of a library’s operating budget, is reflected in cost savings. By reducing the need for staff, handle a greater workload, and perhaps the work requiring a highly technical and experienced staff, it may be more prudent to explore alternatives. In order to objectively assess whether outsourcing is appropriate, a library must study the advantages and disadvantages and evaluate what impact it may have on the morale of the staff. Benaud and Bordeauxau address how important this is to the success of outsourcing.

The traditional functions to be outsourced in the early era of this practice were by-and-large rooted in technical service operations. Higher education as an industry or enterprise has seen many outsourcing practices in ancillary functions such as parking, food services, bookstore, facilities, housing and security/safety. What remains interesting to note, is that in the library environment, “outsourcing has historically been used to supplement library operations, and today it replaces entire library departments and units.” (p. 17)

Chapters Two and Three set the stage for how a library should determine whether it is in the best interests of the organization to consider such alternatives. The three phases of outsourcing–planning, implementation and managing–are critical to the success of any outsourcing effort. Benaud and Bordeauxau offer many ideas about how to approach, engage in, and evaluate the outcome of the process and how to consider what would happen if outsourcing was not a viable option.

A strength of this book was to report results of the survey Benaud and Bordeauxau conducted of outsourcing experiences in 1996 of the *Association of Research Libraries (ARL)* membership and an equal number of medium-sized academic libraries averaging collections of 500,000 volumes. In querying the extent to which different functions are outsourced, it is curious to know whether all examples are true examples of outsourcing. As an example, in collection development, the survey asked about using approval plans, blanket orders, bookstore or another method to build resources.

Newer value-added options are now offered by vendors and suppliers, but I believe that it can be argued successfully that the intellectual decisions of book selection are still not performed by an approval plan. One should distinguish between the selection, acquisition, and processing aspects of collection development. Each aspect requires different skills and is performed by different teams today. Due to many changes in the didactic structure of libraries today, local customs, size and resources, we can examine what staffing models are best suited. I would not conclude that the entire field of collection development is best served by more outsourcing.

Rather, I agree that the support industries which serve libraries will continue to expand and diversify. Those that will survive and prosper will continue to hire librarians who know the culture of libraries and can anticipate future directions. The approval plan is and will be used as a tool to enable librarians to acquire materials in a timely, less cumbersome way, based on the profile established to serve the library.

It was very comforting to read in the chapter on cataloging how fast outsourcing practices have changed in this area. Early methods were to send titles to other libraries that could accommodate extra work or which had special resources for original, nonprint, archival or foreign language expertise. Today, that activity is increasingly handled by commercial suppliers.

Preservation is another activity that relies upon outsourcing for different reasons. Preservation microfilming, photocopying, and conservation efforts are techniques requiring specialized and expensive equipment, space, and personnel. Contemporary approaches utilizing digitization and other technologies are becoming more appropriate ways to respond to preservation concerns, and are likely to be outsourced as libraries learn more about how to handle it. As library resources become increasingly brittle and frail, and the occasional fire or flood damages or destroys collections, preservation and disaster planning must be aware of the potential for outsourcing.

One could easily say that assistance is outsourced, if a library uses voice mail, phone trees, electronic reference, etc. or other communication devices and methods to direct callers to more efficient means of seeking and retrieving information. Another definition which may not be true outsourcing, is collaboration or partnerships. The campus is increasingly a centralized unit, and with most libraries being among the highest consumers of computing, it seems natural that coordination is best served by working together with academic and administrative computing to achieve results. Libraries need to be aware of all the ancillary and additional services which they do outsource in order to keep the properties open.

Not surprisingly, outsourcing has not really found many outlets in public or access services, outside of interlibrary lending. Fee-based services and commercial document supply can be defined as quasi-outsourcing methods. Staffing pools and temporary hires continued on page 44
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Multimedia elements comprise 58 animations, almost 1,400 color illustrations, photographs, charts, and tables which include 30 topographic maps and 45 sky maps; and crystalline animations for most chemical elements. Most of the images, including the formulas and 42 photographs, are in GIF format; but there are also many images in BMP format. The first version of the encyclopedia has garnered high praise for its graphics. The astronomical photos are particularly striking. Unfortunately, the CD contains only a relatively small number of the images contained in the print version. This is not to say that the disc is deficient. Rather, it is full to capacity, and the editors had to choose which images to exclude to keep the title to a single disc.

There are two general ways to explore the McGraw-Hill Multimedia Encyclopedia: browsing and searching. One browses the contents by clicking the down-arrow button to the right of the Contents box on the toolbar and selecting the resource to browse (encyclopedia, dictionary, biographies, or study guides) and typing a topic of interest in the Find box or using the scroll bar to move to the desired topic.

The encyclopedia has a very strong search engine that will locate specific terms, phrases, or groups of terms and phrases quickly and easily. Phrases like black hole, internal combustion engine, and high definition television need not be included in quotation marks or any other marks to distinguish them from single word terms. The engine will support up to four terms connected with the Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. The engine will search the full text of the encyclopedia; but researchers can opt to limit the search to article titles only. They can also indicate the relationship between the terms—up to fifty words apart.

While the search engine defaults to searching the CD, researchers can opt to search the Web also. The program will let them select Excite, Lycos, or Infoseek as their preferred search engine. If that's not enough, researchers can focus a search on one or more of the ten subjects covered by the encyclopedia: agriculture/forestry, astronomy, biology, chemistry, computer science, earth sciences, engineering, mathematics, medicine/psychology, or physics. Topic filters permit browsing any of 20 major topic areas (and nearly 100 subtopics) in the Encyclopedia.

Results display in a large, easily legible typeface and users can enlarge or reduce the size as desired or quickly return to the original size with a single click. Researchers can have the results sorted alphabetically (default) or by relevance. Links open new windows. Users can tile them or cascade them. They can easily forget how many they have open. There's no Back button to return to a departure point. The assumption is that one will close the window. Users can close individual windows at will to conserve RAM; but there's a button on the toolbar to close them all with one click. Some of the icons are not intuitive nor are they sensitive to mouse movement where they would give a pop-up explanation.

A search for "discrete cosine transform" produced two articles but neither had a detailed description. None of the articles on the turbine or specific turbines (gas, hydraulic, steam, etc.) contained any illustrations to show how a turbine worked.
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